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Abstract

In this paper, we present our approach for the
KONVENS 2021 shared task Disambiguation
of German Verbal Idioms. Our model is a deci-
sion tree-based classifier that uses static word
embeddings and computed concreteness val-
ues to predict whether a verbal idiom is used
figuratively or literal.

1 Introduction

The task of the competition Disambiguation of Ger-
man Verbal idioms was to determine whether a ver-
bal idiom in a given context is used in its idiomatic
figurative or metaphorical meaning or whether the
literal meaning is intended. In a few cases both
meanings are intended and in some other cases the
correct meaning cannot be chosen from the con-
text. We will nevertheless consider the task as a
binary classification problem and discard the under-
represented classes for our evaluation.

The main idea that we pursue is that an expres-
sion that is used metaphorically is not used it its
typical context. Consider example (1). Here the id-
iomatic expression die Notbremse ziehen (pull the
emergency break) is used literally. An emergency
break is usually found in trains, and this example
contains a lot of words from the rail domain and
words denoting train furniture.

(1) Fenster, Türen und Sitze wurden als
Ausdruck der Vorfreude beschädigt. Weil
offenbar übermüdete Raver in einem
Sonderzug aus Hannover fünfmal die
Notbremse gezogen hatten, schnitten sie
sich ins eigene Fleisch und kamen mit
einer Stunde Verspätung in Berlin an.
Und dann gab es noch Flaschenwürfe von
Ravern auf einem Fahrgastschiff an der
Mühlendammbrücke.

(Windows, doors and seats were damaged
as an expression of anticipation. Because
apparently overtired ravers had pulled the
emergency brake five times on a special
train from Hanover, they cut themselves
into their own flesh and arrived in Berlin an
hour late. And then there were still bottles
thrown by ravers on a passenger ship at the
Mühlendamm Bridge.)

In example (2) the same expression is used figura-
tively and no other words from the rail domain are
found.

(2) Der gemeinsame Entwurf für eine modi-
fizierte Fristenregelung von SPD- und FDP-
Frauen war erstaunlich weit gediehen. Zu
weit für die Männer in der FDP, die in
letzter Sekunde die Notbremse zogen. Der
Koalitionspartner CDU könne verärgert
reagieren, hieß im Vorstand.

(The joint draft for a modified period regu-
lation by SPD and FDP women had come
astonishingly far. Too far for the men in
the FDP who pulled the emergency brake at
the last second. The coalition partner CDU
could react angrily, said the board.)

With carefully selected examples this sounds plausi-
ble, but in real life there are a number of challenges:
(1) the figurative meaning can be used in its literal
context as well, and many authors like to do so;
(2) sometimes the metaphor can be extended with
more terms from the domain of the literal meaning.
(3) It is not trivial to find words that are typical
for the original (literal) domain of the expression.
Since the expressions in the task are idiomatic, they
are more often used in their figurative than in their
literal meaning. If we collect typical contexts (e.g.



in the form of word embeddings) of these words,
we include many words typical for the metaphoric
use of the word.

To overcome this last problem, we use concrete-
ness as a proxy to distinguish typical contexts of
the word in its literal meaning from other contexts.
In almost all cases, the noun in the idiomatic verbal
expression refers to a very concrete thing, and thus
is called a concrete word (Spreen and Schulz, 1966;
Friendly et al., 1982; Brysbaert et al., 2014). As
was noted by several studies (see e.g. (Tanaka et al.,
2013)) and investigated in detail by Frassinelli and
Schulte im Walde (2019), concrete words tend to
occur in the context of other concrete words. Thus,
if we find many abstract words and only a few
concrete words in the context of the idiomatic ex-
pression, it is very likely that those words are not
from the original domain of the expression and the
expression thus is used figuratively.

Thus, we use the concreteness of the context of
the expression and the semantic similarity of the
expression with its context as features to train a
classifier.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: First, we discuss related work. This is fol-
lowed by a description of the data set provided for
this challenge and an description of our method,
here we also lay out an analysis of our used features.
In Section 5 we show our results on the test set and
during our cross-validation. Finally, in Section 6
we share our insights.

2 Related Work

Concreteness of words has been studied for sev-
eral decades in the field of psycho-linguistics and
psychology. Values for concreteness and imagery
of words are obtained by instructing and asking
experimentees to score words on a numeric scale
for these aspects. In (Charbonnier and Wartena,
2020, 2019) we show a method to obtain concrete-
ness predictions using static word embeddings. We
trained a regression model to predict the concrete-
ness of words based on their word embedding using
data gather by humans for training. This method
was also used for this paper.

Concreteness has been used for detection of
metaphors and non-literal language before by e.g.
Turney et al. (2011), who interpreted the task as a
disambiguation between the literal and metaphori-
cal sense of a word. They used logistic regression
for this binary classification task in which the con-

creteness values of both the adjective and the noun
are the main features. Hill and Korhonen (2014)
also analyzed adjective-noun pairs, using the aver-
age concreteness of these pairs to decide whether
the literal sense of the pair is metaphorical or not.
Frassinelli and Schulte im Walde (2019) analyzed
the cooccurrences of abstract and concrete nouns
and verbs. They found consistent patterns in the
distributional representation of subcategorising and
subcategorised concrete and abstract word.

Katz and Giesbrecht (2006) used dense word vec-
tors to discriminate between literal and idiomatic
occurrences of the German single verbal idiom ins
Wasser fallen1. Latent Semantic Analysis and sin-
gular value decomposition were used to construct
a vector representations for the compositional and
non-compositional interpretation of this multi word
expression. They reported that the two vectors
where nearly orthogonal in this example and con-
cluded that the contexts must be highly different
for the two versions.

Cook et al. (2007) found that the syntactic config-
urations of an idiom often gives its meaning away.
They used the canonical form of the verbal idiom,
which are its most preferred syntactic patterns as a
feature.

Ehren et al. (2020) used a 2-layer LSTM network
to get latent representations for the verbal idiom
tokens. These were then used in a fully connected
layer to predict the class using softmax. They used
pretrained static2 and contextualized3 word embed-
dings as an input for their model.

Li and Sporleder (2009) and Ehren (2017) pro-
posed methods inspired by cohesion-based graphs
to discriminate between literal and non-literal use
of non-compositional multiword expressions. It is
based on the assumption that words in a text form
a cohesive unit and if this cohesion is weakened by
an expression it is classified as literal, otherwise its
assumed to be metaphorical. The cohesiveness of
a text is measured using said cohesion graph using
word embedding and cosine similarity.

3 Data

The dataset is provided by the task organizers
(Ehren et al., 2021). The complete data set is a
merge of COLF-VID (Ehren et al., 2020) and the
German SemEval-2013 task 5b (Korkontzelos et al.,

1Literal: To fall into water. Idiomatic: to be canceled
2fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016)
3ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)



2013). The training data consist of 6902 short text
fragments (usual 3 sentences) containing a verbal
idiom in the middle sentence that is marked in the
text using <b>and <\b> tags for each word of
the idiom. (Ehren et al., 2021) The data is provided
as a TSV-file with the following format:
ID \t Verbal-Idiom \t Label \t Text

The test data contains of 1511 examples in ex-
actly the same format as the training data. 264 of
these examples contain verbal idioms that were not
part of the training data, together 3 new unique
verbal idioms. These are mit Feuer spielen (84),
Korb bekommen (94) and Frucht tragen (90).

4 Method

To predict whether an idiom is either being classi-
fied as figuratively or metaphorically, we trained
a Random Forest Classifier (Ho, 1995) using the
features described in Section 4.1.

4.1 Features
We assume that a verbal idiom is likely to be literal
if many related words are found in the context and
if also many concrete words are found in the same
context. Moreover, we assume that the properties
of a close context are more important than those of
the wider context. Thus we divide the context in
different parts to get different views of context. To
find the closest context of the verbal idiom, we use
the dependency parser of SpaCy (Honnibal et al.,
2020). We now define the following regions (see
Figure 1 for an example):

subject The subject of the verb in the verbal idiom.
In case that the verb is used as an attributive
present participle, we take the modified noun
as the subject.

object The object of the verb in the verbal idiom
(if present).

phrase The smallest constituent that contains all
parts of the verbal idiom.

sentence The sentence containing the verbal id-
iom.

text The whole text provided (usually three sen-
tences).

In all cases, we remove the words belonging to the
verbal idiom and all stopwords.

To compute the similarity measures, we use pre-
trained fastText embeddings (Bojanowski et al.,

2016) and compute each time the cosine between
the average vector of all words in the verbal idiom
and all nouns in the considered part of the context
region as described before.

In fact, this similarity is not exactly what we
would need, since we only want to see whether
words are from the same domain like railways, fish-
ery, furniture, etc. Since we have no clear defini-
tion of what these domains are exactly and what
domains are relevant, we construct a term docu-
ment matrix and use LSA (Landauer et al., 1998)
to find 20 latent topics. Now we extract for each
word a vector with a weight for each of the 20
topics. We use these vectors again to compute the
similarity between the verbal idiom and each piece
of context. This time all words (not just the nouns)
are included in the average vector. If the subject
or object is missing or contains no nouns the aver-
age of all word embeddings is used for that phrase
instead.

For the concreteness of each part of the context
we use again only the nouns and consider both
the average concreteness score and the maximum
concreteness score4. The idea behind using the
maximum is that in a complex noun phrase, the
most concrete noun determines the concreteness of
the whole phrase. By modifying a noun, it usually
becomes more specific and more concrete. In case
a part of the context is not present, not found or
empty after stopwords and words from the verbal
idiom are removed, we use the average concrete-
ness of all words as default. All combinations of
concreteness and similarity measures with differ-
ent text regions give us in total 20 features. An
overview of the features is given in Table 1 that
shows the importance of each feature.

4.2 Classifiers and one Additional Feature

We use the RandomForest implementation from
scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) as our classifier
to learn a model from the 20 features described
above. We also introduced class weights: 0.8 and
0.2 for literally and figuratively, respectively. From
our tests, this seems to be a good value to give
the under represented class of literally idioms a
boost, while not overfitting the model. For the
same reason we set the maximum depth of the tress
to 9.

Since the optimal value for a feature to split be-

4We describe the method to to gather the concreteness
scores in detail in (Charbonnier and Wartena, 2019)



. . . führte. Im Jahre 1978 wähnte die Berlin Consult, sie habe ein lukratives Geschäft an Land gezogen. Für Saudi- . . .

sentence

phrase

subj. object

Figure 1: Example of the different regions that are considered to construct similarity and concreteness features.
The region called text also includes the sentences before and after the sentence with the idiom. In all cases, the
bold words, that are part if the verbal idiom, are excluded from the similarity and concreteness computation.

tween the two classes might be different for each
verbal idiom, we also add an identifier for the ver-
bal idiom as a feature. We consider two variants:
one using this feature and one without knowledge
about the verbal idiom that is classified.

4.3 Feature Analysis

In a number of cases there is no subject or no ob-
ject, or the subject, object or phrase could not be
identified, or it was found but did not contain any
nouns that are not part of the verbal idiom. In these
cases, a default value was used. For the subject
in 27% of the cases a default value was used, for
objects in 58% of the cases and for phrases in 2% .
In a few cases, we also do not have a word embed-
ding for proper nouns. In this case, we also use the
default embedding.

In order to get some insight in the strength and
usefulness of the single features, we used the Mean
Decrease of Impurity (MDI) (Breiman et al., 1984)
to get the importance of the single features. The
MDI calculates each features importance as the
sum over the number of splits that include a fea-
ture, weighted by the number of samples it splits,
averaged over all trees of the ensemble. In Table
1 we show the single features combinations with
their MDI values, in Figure 2 we show all features
together with their standard deviation over the dif-
ferent estimators inside the Random Forest. When
we look at the parts of the text, we see that the
whole text is the most important region, especially
for the concreteness measures. The subject and the
object based features have the smallest MDI val-
ues, which might be explained by the high number
of default values used here. The most outstand-
ing observations from the MDI analysis are the
high values for the concreteness features. Finally,
average concreteness seems to better separate the
classes than the maximum concreteness.

We also have a look (Figure 3) at the correla-
tion between pairs of features, since we expect that
many features almost have the same information.

Indeed, we see a very high correlation as expected
between some pairs of features, like between the
average and maximum concreteness of the phrase.
In many cases only one noun is found in the phrase
(besides the one belonging to the idiom) and the
average and maximum concreteness is the same. A
number of other high correlation values can be ex-
plained again by the high fraction of default values.
Remarkably, we also find a number of negative cor-
relation. In almost all cases this involves a pair of
features from which one is based on the subject and
one on the object. Given the high fraction of de-
fault values for subject and objects we are reticent
to draw any conclusions from this.

4.4 Experiments

During the training phase we used 10-fold cross-
validation to test the robustness of our method fur-
ther. We used two ways to divide the the training
data in 10 parts: in the stratified sampling we di-
vided the data in 10 parts such that each part con-
tained the same number of literal and figurative
sentences for each idiom. Thus, in this condition
there is most likely never an unseen idiom in the
test data. In the ordered sampling, we just take the
first 690 examples, the following 690 examples and
so on. Thus, each time the test data contain a large
number of unseen idioms and a number of idioms
for which only very few instances were seen in the
training data.

In the following section we report on results
from both conditions as well as on the results on
the official test data.

5 Results

Table 2 presents the results of our experiments. We
evaluated two groups: all verbal idioms and only
unseen verbal idioms. The later is composed of
all instances where verbal idioms occur in the test
set during cross-validation but not in the training
set. Our results are in line with the unseen ver-
bal idioms we encounter in the shared tasks test



Table 1: Mean decrease of impurity (MDI) of each feature indicating the importance of each feature to detect
literal use of a verbal idiom. In addition for each row and each column the sum of the MDI-values is given to get
an impression of the importance of each type and group of features.

subj. obj. phrase sent. text Σ

LSA sim. 0.020 0.009 0.030 0.024 0.038 0.121
FT sim. 0.032 0.030 0.060 0.032 0.041 0.195
max concr. 0.019 0.014 0.069 0.066 0.069 0.237
avg concr. 0.027 0.015 0.112 0.118 0.173 0.445
Σ 0.098 0.068 0.271 0.240 0.321

Figure 2: Mean decrease of impurity (MDI) for each feature, showing the usefulness of each feature to be used in
a decision tree.

set. Adding the information about the identity of
the verbal idiom does not help the classifier much.
It performs slightly better on known idioms, also
show good results using cross validation, but inter-
estingly much worse on unknown idioms in the test
set. This is most likely due to the fact that decision
trees do not work well with categorical data as they
cannot find a clear boundary and the fact that the
test set is not an averaged result like the result for
our cross-validation splits.

6 Discussion

As expected the results for the stratified cross-
validation are slightly better than for the ordered
cross-validation. Especially, the recall turns out to
be significantly better in the stratified experiments.

Clearly, the classifier learns something about spe-
cific idioms and does not generalize enough. Re-
markably, if the verbal idiom itself is used as a fea-
ture, the results for the unseen idioms also improve
in the ordered cross validation. In three cases, the
results for the official test set fall in between those
of the ordered and stratified cross-validation. In
one case there is a large difference between the re-
sults: the classification of the unseen verbal idioms
in the official test performed significantly worse
than the classification of the unseen idioms using
cross-validation in case the idiom is added as a
feature.

Our conjecture was that we can detect figurative
use of verbal idioms by the degree to which they fit
in the context. Whether the verbal idiom consists of



Figure 3: Pearson’s correlation between each pair of features.

Table 2: Results

all verbal idioms unseen verbal idioms
prec. recall F1 prec. recall F1

20 features
cross val. (ordered) 0.528 0.538 0.511 0.408 0.501 0.417

cross val. (stratified) 0.596 0.613 0.603 - - -
test set 0.600 0.576 0.588 0.425 0.415 0.420

20 features + verbal idiom
cross val. (ordered) 0.571 0.507 0.523 0.494 0.502 0.452

cross val. (stratified) 0.602 0.627 0.614 - - -
test set 0.596 0.617 0.607 0.857 0.146 0.250

words from the same domain or words related oth-
erwise to the words in the rest of the sentence could
be measured by the similarity of their distributional
representations. Since verbal idioms are usually
used in their figurative meaning, the picture arising
from this comparison might not be as clear as we
would like. Since usually very concrete words, i.e.
words denoting things that easily can be perceived
by the senses, are used in metaphors to talk about
abstract things, we expect that metaphoric use of
a verbal idiom is mainly found in sentences with
a lot of abstract concepts and literal use in con-
texts with many concrete words. This conjecture is
indeed affirmed by the experiment: we get accept-
able results and the features based on concreteness
are the most important ones. This finding is also
in line with other experiments on other cases of

metaphoric language reported in the literature.
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